**Sky Sports Racing 'National Hunt' Auction Maiden Hurdle (Class 4) (4YO plus)**

**No** | **Silk** | **Form** | **Horse Details** | **Age/Wt** | **Jockey/Trainer** | **OR** | **Notes**
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
1 | 2222-3 | BARROWLANDS (IRE) 22 | b g Stowaway - Badawi Street | 5 11 - 0 | G Sheehan Jamie Snowden | - | Jockey Colours: Light blue and white stripes, maroon cap

**Timeform says:** Runner-up all 4 starts in Irish points. Better than he could show (badly hampered 4 out) when remote third on Hereford hurdle bow 22 days ago. Likely to improve. (Forecast 4.00)

2 | 2-183 | FLAMBOYANT JOYAUX (FR) 12 | b g Crossharbour - Merka | 4 11 - 0 | Danny Cook Mrs S J Smith | - | Jockey Colours: Light blue and maroon (haived), sleeves reversed, light blue and maroon hooped cap

**Timeform says:** Point winner. Stepped up on hurdle bow when 11 lengths third over 17f here in November and appeals as the sort who could progress with his racing. (Forecast 5.50)

3 | 5D4/ | O’HANRAHAN BRIDGE (IRE) 766 | b g Gold Well - Greencore Mandalay | 7 11 - 0 | B S Hughes D McCaín Jnr | - | Jockey Colours: White, maroon star, maroon and white striped sleeves, maroon cap, white star

**Timeform says:** Fair fourth in Ffos Las bumper for Rebecca Curtis in October 2017 but off since ahead of this switch to hurdles for a new yard. Interesting to see if there’s any strength behind him in the betting. (Forecast 7.00)

4 | 45-4730 | OLD JEWRY (IRE) 29 | b g Le Fou - Clerken Bridge | 5 11 - 0 | A P Cawley Daraigh Bourke | - | Jockey Colours: Grey, black chevron, chevrons on sleeves, black cap

**Timeform says:** Seemed to show a bit when third in Kelso novice chase in September but down the field in Ayr novice hurdle since (final run for Linda Perratt). (Forecast 101.00)

5 | 0-0804 | WYE AYE 15 | b g Shirocco - A Media Luz | 4 11 - 0h | Colm McCormack P A Kirby | - | Jockey Colours: Dark blue and white (quartered), white sleeves, dark blue spots

**Timeform says:** Well beaten in bumpers. Also comfortably held in 2 hurdle runs at Carlisle this month and unlikely to be of interest this side of handicaps. (Forecast 34.00)

6 | P244-34 | EMMA LAMB 175 | b m Passing Glance - Lucinda Lamb | 5 10 - 7 | Sam Twiston-Davies Dr R D P Newland | 106 | Jockey Colours: White, light blue dac, white sleeves, yellow armlts, light blue cap

**Timeform says:** Fair form when making the frame 5 times over hurdles for Jedd O’Keefe. Joined a stable which does very well with new recruits and she sets a clear form standard. (Forecast 2.38)

---

**TIMEFORM VIEW:** EMMA LAMB had some fair form to her name for previous connections and is selected to make a winning start for her new stable. Barrowlands was badly hampered on his hurdle bow so probably did quite well to get third and he can give the selection most to do ahead of Flamboyant Joyaux.

**Timeform 1-2-3:**
1: EMMA LAMB (6)
2: BARROWLANDS (1)
3: FLAMBOYANT JOYAUX (2)